INTRODUCTION
Stop Loss reinsurance has attracted the interest of ASTIN members for years. May I recall the paper of Borch [I] in which he demonstrates some optimality qualities of the stop loss reinsurance from the ceding company's point of view, the contribution of Kahn [2] and the paper of Pesonen [3] . I also mention the paper of Esscher [4] and Verbeek's contribution [5] -Going back to the pre-ASTIN days we find a papel of Dubois [6] .
The rating problems have been dealt with by several authors. Let me recall the rating formula worked out by a group of Dutch Actuaries some io years ago. This was based on the assumption that the mean and the standard deviation were known. Based on Chebycheff's inequality an approximation formula was worked out which, of course, was heavily oll the safe side.
Even younger members of ASTIN are probably familiar with the studies made in the early sixties by a group of Swedish Actuaries, the results of which were presented by Bohman at the Actuarial Congress in London in x964, Partly based oll this, Bfihlmann worked out some tables which he used for rating purposes.
My present contribution to the subject may not justify the above reviews, particularly as I will deal with a very special retention situation which a practical underwriter will rightly not accept, namely a stop-loss point as low as equal to the mean value of the distribution.
My excuse for this is that the formula deduced is very handy and that it is of value to the underwriter to know the stop loss risk rate also at this low level.
Let us denote the aggregate annual claims amount for a certain portfolio z and its distribution function 
= E( X P~(,)-X P,.(~--~))= E( ~ P~(~)-~ Pd,))=
where [X] is the integer part of X.
It is useful for the following if we replace in the formula e-x Xp. ]
tile factorial by tile P-function. The results just obtained or referred to lead us to calculate e(E) directly for some distributions which could describe the total claims amount and compare it with E . Pz(X).
The exponential distribution f(x) .= (I/a) e -zIg E=a

Via2
X=i and e(E) = J" (I/a) (x--a.) e -xta dx = a ~(y--I) e-y ay = a.e -1 =E'P, (I) a i
For the exponential distribution the formula is thus exact.
Also in this case the formula is exact wlfich is not surprising considering the close connection between the Gamma-and the Poisson-distribution. 
e(E) = re.I~ ~ --E.1--~
I
We thus have to compare 7~7 with 1)x(X). g2~k Tile approximation is, as can be seen, good, slightly on tile safe side and converging towards the exact value when k increases. This is not astonishing because The correspondence is not as good as in other examples above. It has, however, to be kept in mind that the (unlinlited) Pareto distribution does not represent a good description of the total claims amount. 
V=X.s~+ h --Xs~+
We transform this distribution in a Poisson distribution determining its parameter X' in the same way as above.
E2 X2s~
Tile approximation is good, even for small h (= large variation in the basic probability}. H we assume the existence of all moments of the claim size distribution function and that the expected number of claims X is large enough so that all terms of order o(X-½) and higher order in the Edgeworth expansion can be neglected, then cr/[/~ is a good approximation for the risk premium of the special stop loss cover.
